CONFIDENCE LOOKS GOOD ON YOU! Fear...not so much.
Fear is what keeps you from walking in what you know to be true
about your future, and what you were wonderfully crafted to do.
Life is short; the time to get started is now! — RJ JOHNS

THE COACH

RJ JOHNS

INSPIRATION

RJ IS A SPEAKER, TRUTH-TELLER, AND DESTINY
BUILDER. Desperate times call for desperate measures.
Now more than ever, the ability to both discover and
leverage your purpose is critical. Unfortunately, fear
typically sets in before the goal can be achieved —
insert RJ. Her transparent talks drive out doubt, spark
productivity, and encourage participants to move
forward in excellence. Helping you find your ‘voice’ is
the key. Animated and dynamic, she is passionate about
coaching women.
RJ holds a master’s degree in Communication Arts from
the Savannah College of Art and Design where she
developed an affinity for graphic design, photography,
and personal branding. A wife and bonus mom, she also
enjoys long walks on the beach (seriously), international
travel, and volunteering for causes that provide underserved children with education and resources.

BRANDS SHE HAS WORKED WITH:

THE MESSAGE/SPEAKER TOPICS
RESET YOUR MIND FOR SUCCESS: To change your mindset is to
change your future. So, let’s walk you through the process of releasing
fear and then gathering the tools and support you need to make your
dreams a reality.
THE POWER OF COLLABORATION: You don’t have to do this
alone. Surrounding yourself with the right minds and team will put
you on the path to success. Let’s move forward...together.
HARNESSING (AND THEN LEVERAGING) YOUR PURPOSE:
Your voice is needed. The assignment you’ve been given is both unique
and important, and there is no one better equipped to do it but you.

”

RJ spoke at our SHINE Women’s
Conference in Dallas, Texas and
completely blew us away! Her Q&A
ran over and attendees couldn’t
stop talking about how much they
felt motivated to “move forward in
excellence” after her talk.
— T. ANDERSON, SHINE, LLC.
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